
 

 

CONGRATULATIONS!  
We are pleased to welcome you to the Finish Ceremony of the Silk Way Rally!  
Below please find the brief program:  
 

3RD PLACE 
 
- the 3rd competitor comes up on the arch when called by the organizers; 
- the crew goes out of the vehicle; 
- Project Director awards tiger cups; 
- Photo with tiger cups (be careful, very heavy cups); 
 
- the Ceremony Moderator invites team members to take a group picture 
- Group picture with the team 
- Tiger cups to put aside to the assistants 
 
- then pilots go inside the vehicle, drive down the arch and park at the location, indicated 
by the organizers 
- the crew gets out of the vehicle, goes to the winners pedestal (Olympic podium) and 
waits for the 2nd and 1st competitors.  
 

2ND PLACE 
 
- the 2nd competitor comes up on the arch when called by the organizers; 
- the crew goes out of the vehicle; 
- Project Director awards tiger cups; 
- Photo with tiger cups (be careful, very heavy cups); 
 
- team members invited to take a group picture 
- Group picture with the team 
- Tiger cups to be handed to the assistants and put on the pedestal (Olympic podium), on 
the platform for the respective place 
 
- then pilots go inside the vehicle, drive down the arch and park at the location, indicated 
by the organizers 
- The crew gets out of the vehicle, goes to the winners pedestal (Olympic podium) on the 
platform for respective place and waits for the 1st competitor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

1ST PLACE 
 
- the 1st competitor comes up on the arch when called by the organizers; 
- the crew goes out of the vehicle; 
- Project Director awards tiger cups; 
- Photo with tiger cups (be careful, very heavy cups); 
 
- team members invited to take a group picture 
- Group picture with the team 
- Tiger cups to be handed to the assistants and put on the pedestal (Olympic podium), on 
the platform for the respective place 
 
- then pilots go inside the vehicle, drive down the arch and park at the location, indicated 
by the organizers 
- the crew gets out of the vehicle, goes to the winners pedestal (Olympic podium), on the 
platform for respective place 
___________ 
 
OLYMPIC PODIUM 
 
 
Medals are delivered by the assistants and awarded by the officials. The officials also 
present the champagne.  
Time to open the champagne! 
 
Afterwards, the competitors get into their vehicles, cups to be put inside.  
Attention: bikers do not take tiger cups, their cups will be delivered to the 
competitors department. 


